# Lesson Plans

**Date:** _______________  **Current Course of Study:** ______________________

## Day 1
- Read 1–2 chapters of current Harry Potter Book
- Complete a Charm Page
- Complete Your Choice of Arithmancy Lesson
- Read from Course of Study Textbook and Complete an Activity

## Day 2
- Read 1–2 chapters of current Harry Potter Book
- Practice Spells
- Complete Your Choice of Arithmancy Lesson
- Read from Course of Study Textbook and Play a Game

## Day 3
- Read 1–2 chapters of current Harry Potter Book
- Complete an Incantation Page
- Complete Your Choice of Arithmancy Lesson
- Read from Course of Study Textbook and Complete an Activity

## Day 4
- Read 1–2 chapters of current Harry Potter Book
- Complete an Enchantment Page.
- Complete Your Choice of Arithmancy Lesson
- Read from Course of Study Textbook and Complete a Student Notebook Page

## Day 5
Complete Your Choice of the Following:
- Defense Against the Dark Arts
- Muggle Art Project from Muggle Arts & Music
- Wizard Recipe from *The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook*
- Wizard Craft from *The Book of Wizard Crafts* or [Pinterest Board](#)
- Movie Night if you have finished a book

## Notes

---
**COURSE DESCRIPTION**

Charms, Spells, Enchantments and Incantations is a core class and subject taught at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. This course is the equivalent to Language Arts in the Muggle World. It will include things such as copy work, dictation, narration and writing projects.

**TEXTBOOKS**

The Unofficial Harry Potter Vocabulary Builder (not required)

**CHARMS**

Charms will focus on inspirational copy work. Have your child write in either the print or the cursive, whichever you would like them to practice, and copy one quote a week. The charms can be found in the student book (remember choose print OR cursive, both is not necessary).

**SPELLS**

Spells will focus on dictation. Each week you will choose a sentence from the reading. Be sure to choose a sentence that is appropriate for your students writing and spelling level. You will read or dictate the sentence to the student as the write it down in their student notebook.

**ENCHANTMENTS**

Enchantments will focus on narration. Each week you will have your student verbally tell you what has happened in the reading up to that point. I suggest sticking to verbal narration, but you may do written if you prefer. In the event that you choose to do written, I have included a blank page in the student notebook for you.

**INCANTATIONS**

Incantations are writing projects. There are basic writing prompts, roll a story writing prompts, and writing projects. Students will complete one each week. If you have a younger student feel free to use the jot it down method and write their words for them. If for some reason you get to an incantation that you have not reached in the book simply skip that one and move onto the next, and then return to it.

**ADDITIONAL RESOURCES**

If your student still needs phonics practice you may add that in as well, here is some fun Harry Potter themed phonics that will add enchantment to the year.

- Harry Potter Magnetic Poetry
- Magical Creatures Mad Libs
- Rory's Story Cubes—Fantasia
- Quiddler
It does not do well to dwell on dreams and forget to live.
But you know, happiness can be found even in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn on the light.
CREATE A HOUSE

Hogwarts is adding a 5th house due to so many new students that have enrolled this year. Name the house and design the crest for it.
Choose a constellation and complete this sheet based on it.

Draw the constellation indicating the brightest star in a different color

Constellation Name:


Brightest Star Name:


Constellation Facts:


MAGICAL CREATURES

Choose a magical creature and complete this sheet based on it.

Creature Name:

Size:

Habitat:

Diet:

Life Cycle:

Physical Features:

Behavior: